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Annexure 6.1 – Dotsecure’s application does not create the likelihood of Material 
Detriment 

1. Unprecedented levels of safe-guards in Dotsecure’s applications for .bank 

Per section 3.5.4 the AGB: “The objector must prove that the application creates a 
likelihood of material detriment.” The highlighted term – “the application” - is of 
importance. The likelihood of material detriment must be proven based on the content 
of the application. IBFed spends 5 pages on trying to prove material detriment, but not 
once in their arguments do they reference anything from our actual application for 
.bank. 

The Dotsecure application has a significant number of mechanisms built into the 
application to ensure that only legitimate banks can register general domain names and 
that there is no abuse in the namespace of .bank. The following are samples of some of 
the key excerpts from the Dotsecure .bank application: 

Question 18 Excerpts: 

 Enhance Trust: To create a “trusted and secure” namespace for the banking 
industry and its users. The .bank extension is intended to provide a .bank 
registrant an immediately recognized domain name that tells the internet users 
that they are interacting with a legitimate bank. The .bank TLD will require 
registrants to achieve specific verification as a bank institute from a recognized 
authority of national, provincial or state jurisdiction. 

 Proxy registrations will not be permitted in .bank 

 General domain names in .bank will only be activated after a thorough check 
against our eligibility criteria, name selection policy and identity verification at 
the time of registration resulting in a zero abuse namespace at time of 
registration.  

 We will work closely with LEA (Law Enforcement Agencies) and other security 
groups to mitigate abuse within TLD by providing them with special interfaces 
(eg searchable whois) and interacting with them regularly in terms of knowledge 
sharing. 

 We follow all of the security specific recommendations in the policy drafted by 
BITS for financial TLDs. Our description of our implementation of these 
recommendations is provided in our response to Q24, Q25, Q27, Q28, Q29, Q30, 
Q40 and Q43.  

 .bank implements DNSSEC at the zone which guarantees origin authentication of 
DNS data, authenticated denial of existence, and data integrity. 

Question 28 Excerpts: 

 Violation of the following policies will be treated as abuse: 



o Sunrise Policy 
o Trademark Infringement 
o Eligibility Restrictions 
o Name Selection Policy 

 Acceptable Usage Policy Violations 
o Intellectual Property, Trademark, Copyright, and Patent Violations 

including Piracy 
o Spamming 
o Phishing 
o Pharming and DNS Hijacking 
o Distribution of viruses or malware 
o Child pornography 
o Using fast flux techniques 
o Running Botnet command and control operations 
o Hacking 
o Financial and other confidence scams 
o Illegal pharmaceutical distribution 
o Network attacks 
o Violation of applicable laws, government rules and other usage policies 

Question 29 Excerpts: 

 General Names will be available for registration only to licensed banking institutions 

 Each registered general domain name must be similar to the business name, 
common name, common law name, trademark name, corporate name of the 
registrant or its product or services or offerings. 

 Both of the above criteria along with the identity of the registrant must be validated 
before a name is activated. 

 The above applies to general domain names whether registered during sunrise, 
landrush or general availability. 

 Registration Steps 
o A customer applies to register a domain name 
o Locks are applied to a domain name upon initial registration to prevent any 

updates 
o The domain is directed to a temporary landing page providing next steps to 

the Registrant 
o The domain name and the Registrant information is sent to an external 

agency to validate. The agency validates the domain name against the 
eligibility requirements policy and name selection policy. The agency also 
validates the accuracy of the Registrant identity and contact information.  

o Upon successful validation, the locks are removed. A two-factor 
authentication token (eg RSA SecurID token) is sent to the Registrant 
securely. The registrant will be able to modify the nameservers of the 
domain and activate the same. 



 Contractual enforcement 
o The following features of Eligibility and name selection policy described 

above will be executed by the inclusion of corresponding clauses in our RRA, 
which will require inclusion in registrars’ Domain Name Registration 
Agreements: 

 The registrant must maintain accurate contact information for a 
domain name 

 The registrant must agree to the Eligibility and name selection policy, 
and to proceedings under ERDRP 

 Anti-phishing Working Group (APWG) review  
o We will work closely with APWG to combat phishing within .bank 

The above excerpts from our Dotsecure’s .bank application are a few of the anti-abuse, 
rights protection mechanisms and registration verification policies and procedures that 
we have committed to use to operate the .bank TLD. We encourage the Panel to review 
our application in its entirety to gain a clear understanding of the scope and strength of 
the protections we have outlined. The protections that we have described are inclusive 
of the BITS recommendations for financial TLDs. 

By submitting our application to ICANN, we certified that our statements in our .bank 
application are accurate and true. The IBFed objection does not evaluate our application 
based upon those accurate and true statements. Instead, IBFed attempts to utilize 
sensationalized statistics to smear other legal entities. 

We submit that Dotsecure and Directi Internet Solutions are independent companies. 
While Directi is not the applicant, we have provided a letter from it (Annex 6.3) 
countering the allegations made by IBFed with the aim of tarnishing its stellar 
reputation. 

Moreover, the fact that IBFed is not part of the Internet industry makes it ignorant 
about the fact that registrar activities are extremely different from registry activities. 
Policies such as registration restriction policies are the sole discretion of Registries. The 
policies detailed by Dotsecure in its capacity as a Registry will be legally enforceable 
through the Registrars who will be accredited for .Bank. Thus the scope for Abuse in 
.Bank is not even remotely comparable to abuse to any other unrestricted gTLD. 

 

2. ICANN Eligibility criteria 

As part of the Initial Evaluation of applications undertaken by ICANN, any applicant who 
is not passing the “Applicant Background” criteria of the application is eligible to receive 
a CQ on the subject from the evaluation panel appointed for the purpose. The Expert 
Panel should note that none of Radix FZC’s 31 subsidiaries has received a single such 



question on any of its applications. More specifically, Dotsecure has not received any CQ 
from ICANN or an evaluation panel with respect to its eligibility or background. Four of 
Radix’s subsidiaries have passed Initial Evaluation. Consequent to this information, we 
can assure the Expert Panel that Dotsecure has cleared ICANN’s background screening, 
and has been found qualified to run the .Bank registry.  

 
3. Our commitment and ICANN safeguards 
 
Dotsecure is committed to implementing every policy outlined in its application. Our PIC 
Statement (Annex 6.2) now makes these policies legally enforceable. Dotsecure will 
negotiate and sign a registry agreement with ICANN that incorporates the application 
policies into contractual obligations. It is in our best interest to operate a clean 
namespace that builds trust and secure operations. 

The allegation that Dotsecure chose not to file a Community application for .Bank in 
order to avoid the enforceability of the commitments in the applicant is preposterous. 
We chose not to do so because we are confident of our assertion that Bank is not a 
“community” as defined by the AGB. 

It is important to note that ICANN has contractual safeguards in the registry agreement 
for applicants to live up to their commitments. Article 1.3(a)(i) of the registry agreement 
contains the warranty from the applicant that; “all material information and statements 
made in the registry TLD application, and statements made in writing during the 
negotiation of this Agreement, were true and correct at all material respects at the time 
made, and such information or statements continue to be true and correct in all 
material respects….” 

Furthermore, ICANN has the power under Article 2.11 of the registry agreement to 
conduct audits twice a year to check on this very point: “to assess compliance by 
Registry Operator with its representations and warranties contained in Article 1 of this 
Agreement….” These audits are designed to be extremely thorough; ICANN can visit the 
Registry premises and demand documentation. 

In Article 2.11.c ICANN has the right to increase the frequency of audits to quarterly if 
the Registry Operator is found, on two consecutive audits: “…not to be in compliance 
with its representations and warranties contained in Article 1... ICANN has the power to 
enforce the commitments made in the application. But Article 4.3 is more definitive: 
ICANN can terminate the contract for failing to cure a“…fundamental and material 
breach of Registry Operator’s representations and warranties set forth in Article 1…” 

Lastly, Specification 11 of the Registry Agreement makes the PICs submitted by 
Dotsecure legally enforceable by incorporation into the Registry Agreement. 



4. AGB guidance on proving material detriment 

The AGB lays down factors that the panel must use to determine material detriment as 
follows: 

 Nature and extent of damage to the reputation of the community represented by 
the objector that would result from the applicant’s operation of the applied-for gTLD 
string. 

o There is no evidence of any damage that would result from Dotsecure’s 
operation of .Bank. 

o The security and rights protection measures in Dotsecure’s application for 
.bank are identical to that in fTLD’s application, and hence assertions made 
by IBFed in support of fTLD’s application apply to Dotsecure as well. 

 Evidence that the applicant is not acting or does not intend to act in accordance with 
the interests of the community or of users more widely, including evidence that the 
applicant has not proposed or does not intend to institute effective security 
protection for user interests. 

o No evidence has been provided by IBFed that Dotsecure intends to act in a 
manner detrimental to banks. 

 Level of certainty that alleged detrimental outcomes would occur. 
o There is no evidence of any detrimental outcomes. 
o IBFed does not provide any arguments to demonstrate any level of certainty 

that there would be a detrimental outcome, were Dotsecure to be awarded 
.bank. 

Based upon the policies that we have outlined in our application and highlighted above, 
we assert that Dotsecure’s operation of .bank will not result in damage to the 
reputation of banks globally. Only verified, license-holding banking institutions will be 
able to register a general .bank domain name. 
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Annex 7



Annexure 7 – Evidence of Payment to ICC 

Radix FZC (parent entity of Dotsecure Inc.) has made a payment of Euros 5,050 (includes the bank 

charges) on 9th May 2013 through Emirates Bank in accordance with ICC rules. The confirmation number 

for the same is O00009612375. 

Please find the details of the payment below: 

Message Details 

 *************** 

 :20:  O00009612375 

 :23B:  CRED 

 :32A:  130513EUR5050, 

 :33B:  AED24821,61 

 :36:  4,915170 

 :50K:  /AE480260001014331942802 

 RADIX FZC 

 F19-BC1,RAK FTZ AL MUREED STREET 

 P.B. 16113 RAS AL KHAIMAH  UAE 

 :56A:  UBSWDEFFXXX 

 :57A:  UBSWCHZH80A 

 :59:  /CH790024024022453473Z 

INTERNATIONAL CHAMBER OF COMMERCE 

 38 COURS ALBERT 1 ER 75008 PARIS 

 FRANCE 

 :70:  FILING FEE CASE REF EXP 389 ICANN 6 

 APPLICANT NAME DOTSECURE INC 

 DISPUTED STRING BANK APPLICATION 

 ID 1 1053 59307 

 :71A:  OUR 

Should any additional details be required, please reach out to us. 
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